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The U.S. Blue Ribbon Commission on America's Nuclear Future (BRC) recommends to the Department of 

Energy (DOE) the creation of interim storage facilities in a centralized location and located at a national 

defense installation for storing nuclear waste. Although no specific site was selected, the Thirteen Layers of 

America's Nuclear Future provides a Geographic Information Systems (GIS) methodology for locating a 

radioactive waste and reprocessing complex (RAWREC).  

 

This GIS project started in 2003 with the analysis of the proposed NAFTA Interstate 69 highway project from 

Canada to Mexico. This independent study concluded the new interstate would be longer than existing 

interstates. Since the official reason for this highway is false, what is the true purpose for its construction? 

 

While studying the transportation issues, I was also studying nuclear power plants in Illinois. Looking at the 

maps for transporting nuclear waste and the interstate highway system, I began seeing correlations with I-69 

in a new light. If the U.S was reviving the Monitored Retrievable Storage (MRS) option of the Nuclear Waste 

Policy Act, then the Crane Naval Depot along the I-69 route would become a candidate for this facility.  

 

The first three GIS layers provide the base map identifying the location of the nuclear power plants, the U.S. 

nuclear weapons production complex, and existing nuclear waste repositories. The next ten layers establish 

geographic criteria necessary for selecting the RAWREC location. States are scored on a scale of 0-10; zero 

meaning inadequate and ten is excellent. The scores of the10 layers are added together to give a composite 

score. These 10 layers are water resources, environmental standing, political resistance, central location, 

monitored retrievable storage, transportation, location dichotomy, energy resources, geologic conditions, 

and facility managers. 

 
1. Water Resources - Water is absolutely necessary for locating a nuclear facility. There is a distinct 

correlation between the base map of existing facilities and the U.S. Water Resources map. Forty 

percent of the fresh water consumption nationally is by power plants and much of that is by nuclear 

plants. A 1000 MW reactor uses one million gallons of water per minute while in operation. 

One area of abundant water is in the northwest. In this region, the Hanford Works looks like the 

obvious location since it has established facilities. The largest concentration of nuclear facilities occurs 



in the eastern U.S. from the Mississippi River area eastward which coincides with the plentiful water 

region. This study will focus on these remaining 31 eastern states. 

 

2. Environmental ranking – The state’s ranking is important because RAWREC would fit easier in a 

friendly environment, i.e. a state with low standards. Vermont (1), Maryland (5) and Connecticut (5) 

rank high and therefore get a score of zero. West Virginia (50), Indiana (49), and Alabama (49) are at 

the bottom in this category and receive a perfect ten.  

 

3. Political resistance – This is an important factor because a number of states have court orders and 

strong regulations protecting them from further encroachments by the nuclear industry. The scale is an 

inverse function of the number and intensity of the nuclear facilities located within the state. Florida, 

Illinois and South Carolina have high intensity ratings and therefore it is score of zero. Delaware, 

Indiana and West Virginia have low intensity ratings and get scores of ten.  

 

4 Central location - establishing the centroid was accomplished by creating a 900 mile radius from 

the common point where Indiana, Kentucky and Ohio join. This area of concern best contains the 

nuclear facilities in this 31 state region. The 150 mile radius circle was constructed from this centroid 

and marks the prime central area. Indiana, Kentucky and Ohio fall within this primary circle and 

receive scores of ten. The 300 mile radius zones defined as the secondary area for locating centralized 

facility. Illinois, West Virginia and Tennessee are in the secondary zone and receive a score of six. 

 

At this point in the analysis Indiana leads with a perfect 40; while Kentucky with a score of 36, 

West Virginia with a score of 34, and Ohio with a score of 32 are all still close . 

 

5. Monitored Retrievable Storage -the global nuclear energy partnership recommends a nationally 

owned defense installation for locating the facility. Crane Naval depot has nearly 2000 earth bermed 

concrete vaults on its 100 mi.² in Southwest Indiana. This is the only facility that meets the necessary 

requirements in this 31 state region. At this point Indiana has a monopoly and continues it’s lead  with 

another perfect score of ten. 

 

6. Transportation – Interstate Highway access is essential infrastructure for the transport of nuclear 

materials. I-69’s construction fulfills the transportation needs and gives Indiana a score of ten. 



 

7. Location Dichotomy – The RAWREC needs to be located in a remote and a secure area away from 

major population centers, but at the same time it needs to be suitable for professional work force to 

live nearby. America’s 100 best cities layer shows the location of Bloomington Indiana within the 25 

mile committing distance. This close proximity to the secured Crane Naval base satisfies the 

dichotomy problem and gives Indiana a perfect score of ten. 

 

8. Energy resources - a major nuclear facility requires a huge input of energy. During World War II 

the Oak Ridge complex consumed 10% of the total U.S. energy output. Southwest Indiana has one of 

the largest concentrations of coal-fired power plants in the world. The Gibson plant is the largest coal 

plant in the western hemisphere. Duke energy is currently building a new coal plant at Edwardsport 

just west of Crane. For energy availability and affordability Indiana receives a perfect score of ten. 

 

9. Geologic conditions - Sandia Laboratories report was conducted to analyze geologic conditions for 

locating a nuclear repository site. The Sandia Laboratories geology map shows Southwest Indiana as a 

suitable site with the Mississipian shale strata. This gives Indiana  a perfect score of ten. 

 

10. Facility Managers - The top DOE contractors for managing nuclear waste projects are Science 

Applications International Corporation (SAIC) and USA Repository Services Corporation (URS). 

Both companies have established new office complexes at the West Crane Technology Park at the I-69 

exit to the Crane Naval Depot. This is adequate to give Indiana a perfect score of ten. 

 

Conclusion - The US nuclear future includes maintaining its military superiority, establishing energy 

independence from foreign nations, moving away from fossil fuels, limiting the homeland security 

risks of nuclear stockpiles near population centers, and protecting the US economy from the financial 

liabilities of nuclear waste.  

 

Building the RAWREC facility is essential for achieving these goals. Indiana meets the criteria 

necessary with a perfect score of one hundred. Locating RAWREC in Indiana is a cost-effective 

solution to the seven decades long stockpile of nuclear waste. GIS facilitates the understanding of how 

geographic layers are pieces of a puzzle fitting together. This thirteen layers model provides the key to 

understanding the options for America’s nuclear future. 
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